Requesting a Degree Audit report using the Albert
Student Center The Albert Student Center is a “one-stop shop” for all your self-service
needs in terms of academic information. This document illustrates the steps needed to request Degree
Audit.

Degree Audit Report
The Student Center home page is grouped into sections that will guide you through
various services; Academics, Holds, Enrollment Dates, To do list, Finances.

Use this drop
down to select
Academic
Requirements
to view Degree
Audit report

There are 2 ways to make a request
1. Use the drop-down menu on the Student Center, select Academic Requirements
and click
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2. Or, click on the My Academic’s link and then click on View my

advisement report link.

3. The screenshots below show the Degree Audit report.
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Degree Report
This is the degree audit report; it will show the date it was last generated. Changes which
have taken place since this was last created such as: New or changed Enrollment,
Transfer Credit, Degree postings, Student Groups would cause the system to generate a
new report with updated values shown. For questions in regard to the degree audit report,
please send an email to degree.audit@nyu.edu.
Use the scroll bar on the right to view this report from top to bottom.
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Grade Status will include:
Taken indicates the student has completed a course
In Progress indicates the student is currently enrolled in a class or has not been
given a grade yet.
** Note: If a student is currently enrolled for a class the system will assume the
student will successfully complete this part of the requirement and it will be
shown as “in progress” and that part of the rule will be satisfied.
Each requirement will provide a description and notification if it has been
satisfied or not satisfied. It will also detail how many units (credits) are required
to satisfy this requirement, how many have been taken, and what is still needed.
If requirement is satisfied the arrow will be shown as example below. To view the
information contained under a rule which as been satisfied, click on the arrow to
expand and read additional information.
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Click to
Expand
Click on green arrow to view completed status information.
This is an example of a satisfied requirement.

In the example below the student has met 2 parts of rule created. Notice 2 of the
green tabs are “folded up” indicating completion, but the portion which has not
been satisfied is open.

There can be different notes depending on the particular program.
This is one example:
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Grades will also include:
TE = Test
OT=Other Credit
TR=Transfer Credit
If a rule has not been satisfied there are several messages which could be given. One
message might indicate totals which have been taken or need to be taken, another
message might show specific classes which need to be taken in order to satisfy this
requirement.
This example shows this requirement was not satisfied and gives specific information on
what should be taken in order to satisfy the rule.

If there are multiple rows click on the view all link to view all rows (classes).
Click on the blue link which is the title of the class to view details of this class.
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